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ABSTRACT'

Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rfthts Act prohibited discrimination

in employment because of race. 'It did npt explain how the Federal Courts
.

4were to determine when such discrimination hadoCcurred. This is a

.
.

difficult technical)problem-because-employment-practices-whith-aie not

\intended to discriminate often have discriminatory, consequences. Neither

the. legislative history ofP'fitle VII nor social science theory provides

adequate guidance to courts attempting to enforce Title VII, and it is :--)-.

V.

not surprising that the (7sulting court deCisions are somewhat muddled

Federal courts are not good instruments for resolving consistently

questions on which neither a technical nor a political consensus has

developed.

va,



Testing Cases Oder yrI

Title VII-of the 1964 Civil Rights Act prohibits "discrimination

in employment . . . because"of race, color, religion, or national

1origin. It charged the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (created
A

by Title VII) and the federal Courts with enforcing this prohibition '

but it did little to explain how they were to-determine what was, and.

,2alvit was not, "discrimination in employment because of race.

This was to provex as.the congressional debate on Title VII predicesd,

a luost vexin,g question. The difficulties do not stem.frOm the phrase

"(User nation in employment which, as the flhor managers of Tttle VII,

Senator. Case and Clark, pointed out in an interpretative memorandum,

"is clear and simple and has no hidden meanings. To discriminate is to

make a distinction, to make a difference in treatment or favor. 113
Alt ough

given to more dVamatic renderings, opponents of Titife VII did not disagree

4
with this interpretation,

The phrase "because of race" (emphasis added) is the problem. The

"'proponents of Title VII made it clear that.Title VII,would not prohibW

seemingly discriminatory outcomes. The CaserClark memorandum states:

There'is no requirement in Title VII that employers
aliandon'bona fide qualification tests.where, because of
'differences tn background and echication, members of some
groups Ait able to perform better,on these tests than
members of other groups. An employer may set his qualifi-
cations.as high as he ltkes, he may test to determine which
Applicants have these qualifications and he may hire, assign,
and promote on the basis of te8t pel-formante.3-

In debate Setiator Case asserted that "under TitlEvVII, even a F;(fer/11

court could not ordei ati employer to lower or ch:ume lob mualiWati008

simply because proportionate./1 !ewer Neirroes than whites are able to.

V.
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(Jo

meet them."
6

But suppose an )employer doe* use a test which whites pass

mere-ofeen.than blacks., The language oeTitle VIT would SeeM-to reqiiire

a court to determthe whether or not he is using that test because he

wants to hire more whites than blacks or for reasons" havidg nothing ta

(10 with his racial preferences.' The text of the legislation provides ho

guidaneto courtstrying to resolve this issue.

Thits paper is a discussion of how the federal courts have dealt

wfth thfs -issue in the years sincewTitl VII became law. We will focus

on the 4se''of paper and Pencil-tests as standards for'hiring and promotion

and not On Seniority and other such standards (e.g., tests of physical 1

skill WndalWity, requirements of height an'll weaght, and the use of

t . . . 7Credenttalk highrschool degrees and prison retards).

.We cen fine discriminatory out6mes eif the employment process as
% .

differGces.in.empIoyment, proMotion, or compensation along racial lines.
8

-- tyt preSept.iwe listinguish two possible causes of discriminatory outcomes;

4
laterNe will, add a third.

TAStIT. F6R.DISCRIMINATION

. , N
The first and Simplest Is the employer's desire to reach such an

.
l

110

outcomes Th t! classfc annlysisof this phenomenon, Gary Recker's Economics

of.,pierimileitton.(2nd ed.-, 1971), showiql how an employer's "tastes for

.

discrimination tt or thoseof his workers or cuwmers could lead.hip to

di.scriminate agoatnst bbAs. An employer can accomplish,this purpose

.in severa.1.-.ways. The most direct method is to establish explicit racial

criteria for hiring and p emotion. ExPlictt racial job classifications

Were once Orion among bot mortherniind southern firms; state fair
qtP
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employment practices statutevin9L,Title VII clearly prohibit such bilnivOior._

Avowedly discriminatory behavior is noW qUite tare: A lei* SttaightforWard,

and probably less effibient, method of indulging a taste for discrimination'

is to establish hiring standards which'favor whites over blacks. For

exapple, a lower percentage of blacks than whftes complete high school.

MAking a high school diploma a requirement for a-jobll tend to keep

blacks out. Again, whites tend to score better than blacks on some

. standardized ability and intelggence tests.
9

Using these tests to rank

Ar

his taste.

or screen applicants fgr jObs will tend to keep'blac s out of those jobs.

The employer with a.taste'for discrimination-will h e little difficuly

finding raciaily neutral employment practices which s rmit him o indulge

THE PURSUIT OF EFFICIENCY

It is hard to distinguish behavior which is motivated by a taste

for discrimination from that which stems from the second reason for
1:7'\-

acRieving discriminatory outcomes; the adoption, by an employer who'

neither harbors nor ind4ges in prejudice, of.hiring standards which

10
discriminate against blacks. Thete ate several reasons that 0 protit-

maximizing employer could adopt such standards and it will be useful to

distinguish among them. Suppose, for simplicity, that there is,a single

quality, A ("ability"), which each poteRtial work& possesses, The ambunt

of A a worker hns tells exactly how much he'is worth to an employer. Thus

if an employer could measure or observ A-he would pay workers in propertion

to their A; he might also e-stabliSh a rube of hiring workers whose A-was
11\

abovV; certain leveL. If.A.were diatribute0 differently among black and

h.,



white workers th.flowould lead to discriminatory outcomes.. Such's differ-
.,

...

ential.racial-dtstribution of A
1
could- Come about either becauSe-there were.

.

a-
real racial differences in tibipty or,.to quot4- again frOm the Case-Clark

memorandum, owing to differences in baCkground an0 'education members of

- 11some groups perform better
. . . than mAbers.of our grotips."

4

Abstract abi 1 ityl,

fee f

.
,

-..,eAttout cost. !It is more rehlistic to.suppose that some set or traits,'
.

.

t ..,

B, is observable and thtt thesetralts are correlated with A. Thep an

employer would hire and Tay WOrkers acconOing to their possession of B.

Again if B were' differentially distributed between races the
4
outcome would

be discriminatory. It is worth Opting that whether or not A is racer.

related says nothing about whether B Is race-related.

The possibility that an employer wuld use.several different metllods

to predict A introduces a complication, Consider the case of two methods;.

-suppose that as well as Br Calso predicts A. Suppose also.that methods-
,

B and C are mutually exclusive-alternativeS, and that the two techniques

can be distinguished both by their efficiency (iheir ability to predict A)

and their discrimigatory impact. Which should the employer use? The

language of the,Case-Clark memorandum suggests'that under Title VII the

employer should choose the most efficient-met,hod, even if it IS the mist

di4crlminatory. He surely should not choose the less efficient if it is

also the mote'discriminatory' teChnique; a finding that he had done so

would be good evidence that he was acting "because of race."

This categorization of the ways in which dEscriminatory outcomes

might b% achieved raises two questions. First, which Methods are

'prohibited.hy Title VII-and second, how can courts or enforciu agencies

differentiate among the cases? If the s.c2c,j2.0-question can(be answered,
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that is, if reasons and motives for discria4hatory outcomes can be

discerned, the first questionwhat the law prohibitsraises- only a

feu difficulties. ClearUy the law prohibits an employer from indulging
1

in hp own taste for disclwination. It is perhaps leas clear that the

employer cannot cater to Ole tastes of his customers (by, for example,

refUSing to use black salesmen) or his employees, but a litera1-reqding

of the phrase."because of race" would seem to cover these cases. Of

couese, this principle has limitationa. Sex can be used s a screen for

hiring cock ailwaitresses. Ministers may bNe)selected because of religion.

Section 70 (e) of Title VII states that:

it shall not be an unlawful employment practice for an employer
toJlire and employe employees . . on the basis of ftheirr
religion, sex, or national.origin in these certain instances
where religion, sex, or national origin is a bona' fide occupa-
tional_qualificatOon reasonably netessary to the normal
operation of thati particular business or enterprise.12

This provision does nbt seem to permit businesses to satisfy tastes for
./

discrimination of customers or employees. '

Iut it is also clear, if not from the text of the act, af ieast

from the interpretations of its two sponsors, cited earlier on page 1,

that the use of employment policies designed.and intended to minimize
4.

costs is not prohibited by Title V.IIeven if these policies have a

discriminatory impact. There is one exception to this rule. If the

ability, A, of ttte applicant, is not observable, race or colo-r, either

. of which is easily observable, may be correlated with ability, 13
jt

could maximize profits, in such a case, to establish explicit racial
..

categories for hiring,. Title VII does not permit this. Race may not be

used as a "bona.fide occupational qualification." 'Even if race or color

is not at issue, we doubt aection 703(e) collers these cases; Title VII'
I

9
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Appears to proscribe the use of shx, religil*and hational

classify or screen workers because- of the informaHopn-lawh ClaSsiticatioriS

14
might provide about a potential employee's

0,
Thus, with the exceptioh of Aome Oggling'difficulties,, the purpose

rs *"
and scope of Title VII are clear. Employ-era are prohibited from indulging-

411.11P

. y

their tantes lor discrimination but.are7permktted, in the purguit of

profit or efficienCY, to,adopt policies which are.diScriminatory in effect.-

Unfortunately; different motives could lead .two eutiployers, the one desiring

to discriminate; the otherlhoping only to increase his wealth, to adopt

the same olicies. The problem that courts trying Title VII cases faced

was that o establishing machinery todistinguiah between the cane*

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

If the texr of the statute Pr(Nides no guidanCe, for this' task,

neither does itslegialative history. The Senate debate on Title NIT

revolyed arolind, hut did little to resolve, this problet. 4)pponents
,

of.TitLé VIIIdirected their attacks on the specter of federai interven-.

tion in or06ry business prosdures They worried thnl 'equal employmerit

jegislationjwould.provide a reason'fOr the government and private citizens.

harass Nth suits and'Administrative proceedings All t'hOse vhose

A
employment PriiCtices were discrimlnatoryf in effect. Since defending

suCh actions would be costly and time-consuming, employers would, it

was feared, often concede and adopt quOtas rather than attempt to defend

themselAs against supt! actApons. Thus, they aiued, Titje VII would leaa
orc.,

"7() hiring by quota ias surely a13 If it had mandated such.quotas: '15
This

was a powerful argument,.as a Law establishing_racial quotas or prohibiting
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all eWployment and selection procedures which ware discriminatory in

-

effect 'would not have pasead COrigress.16

A state fair employment practices-case, in proeess while the Senate

debated Title VII, provided an,example of what the opponents of Title, VII

(eared. In Myart v. Motorola, the hearing examiners appointed by the

Itlinois,Fgir EmplOymeht PractiCes tommission ruled_

.dIscriminated unlawfully by refusing to hire Myart, a black applicant

for emOoyment, Although this holding was based on he examiner's

finding. thaii Motorola had not hired Myart even though Myart's test scores

17qualified him for the job he sought, the eiami,ner further ruled that

-the test, which Motorola gave Myart--a seneral-purpose ihtelligence

test--could nolonger be used. He gave as his rrelpson that the test was

L5 years old and.had been standardized only for advantaged groups. Its

kise.in present circumstances was inherently discriminatory and thus

inconsistent with "the spirit as well as the letter" of the Illinois

Fair amployment Practices Statute.
18

Th best part (ln nuMber of pages of the Congyessional Record, if
-

not:JAI i telleCtual content) of the debate.on Title VII focused on the

opponents, that enacting Title VII would make rulings like
;

chaege,

the earin examiner's in Myart common Occurrences. SuppOrters of Title.'

VII 4nied hat Title VIIcould be so used. Their denial had two parts.
.

.

.

First; the DC, unlike the Illinois FEPQ, would have no enforcement
..

. .powers Se4id, under the law-an employment practice is not per se
I \

tlIeg4 merelA beaause it had, or might have, a discriminatory impact.

rhis 14rgely inored the.main point of the attack. Those who were

appalled by M art v. Motorola were not specifically concerned with

L.
whether or not he hearing examiner had made a decision encompassed by

1 i
,

19
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the Illinois Statute. (The FEPC of Illinois did\not support the heeOlg

examiner's tinting that Motorola could not-contigtue to use th 'tests.)

They used the came to tlIktotrate the kind 'of expensive and timeconsuming

litigation tO which fair employment practice statutes like Title-V"I

would expose firms and bUreaucraCies wh1Ch did not adopt*quotas. 20

.J

Supporters of Title VII. tended tAtitnote t4e point that. the existence

6f legislation prohibiting discrimination could expose all employers

who used discriminatory employment practices, tint just those who. were
e T.

r udiced,, to 1 tt.tfat ton.
-

,The refusal to fik:this. fasuescluarely can be. seen in the history
AP

of the one part of'iltleVIIwhich might hi considered relevadt to the

probletti of determining whether, orYnot empl. ... nt practices, in Rarticuli).
_

_

the use of test's, were unlawfia under Title VII. Senator tower Introduced
. ,

,..

an Rmendment which would have given absolute protbctiOn,ag'ainst-violations.

)
. of Title VII to any employer who gave and acted on'the reSdlts of. "any

professionally developed.ability teSt" as.long as the test was desigded
1

to be used in making. plaCement decisions and was administered to all

individuals seeking emptoyment* without regard to raCe, coloy religion,

21
sex, or national origin.' The bipartisan foalition which edded the

filibuster od._the Civil Rights Act of 1964agreed to oppose thits Alendment

;

and to ac'eept a substitute which,-like the 'debate on

the central_ issue of how to determine whether a,test with, a discriminatory '

Title VII, avoided

Impact was being uSed legitimately or Rs a'pretext for discrimination.

Debate on TOwer's origfmal amendment was very brief; those opposed

*essentially stated that ft was unnecessaey because Title VII did not,

prohibitthe use of ftttployment testS- with a discriminatory Impact.

1 ')



Senator CO did Adinit that'the amendment presehted some difficulties

because emp oyment tests could be used as a pretext for discrimination.

After t e defeat of his original amendmeht,,Tower offeted,another

22

amendment. This "dld not give en absolute protection, to those who Used
.

emPloyment tests but instead provided that let should not "be an Unlawful

employment practice for an employer to give and to act upon the results

%

of any professionallY developed ability test provided that such test, its

administration or action upon the results is not designed or intended or

used to discriminate because of race, color, religion, sex, or national

origin."23 This amendment was accepted by the congressional leadership,

the attorney general and the supporters of Title VII; ft was passed by

voice vote and became part of section 703(h) of the Civil Rights Act of

1964.

This history shows, we think, only that Congress left it to the

courts to.determine how to decide whether or not an employment practice

wAs being.used as a pretext for discrimination. It did not hint whether

the employer should have the burden of proving that A discriminatory

practicewas legitimate or whether a plaintiff should have to show the

practice was adopted in order to discrAinate becauge of race. ...It did

not indicate whether a past history of'discriminatory practices Was to

be a basis for as'sessing present intent

This discussion may make it appear that only the supporters of

Title VII are responsible.for the fact that the debate on Title VII did

little to resolve or clarify its sUbsequent interpretation. A good

portion QUthe blame,. however, belongs to the opponents of Title VII.

Because Sendtor Eastland walchairman.of the Judiciary Committee, the
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v

Senate never held hearings on any part of the Civil-Rights Act of 1964.

Title VII Was largely written by a bipariisan group of Senators led by

Senators Mansfield and Dirkrien. This group was not an official Senate

COMmittee. Although some of its detiberations were reported in the

Congressional'Record, no hearings were held and documentation is much

less complete than is ordinarily the case.
24

The arguments made against

Title IT were often simply fatuous, like those cited in note 4, above.

Senator Tower's original attempt to defend the use of tests which might

have a discriminatory impact was a cleverly worded amendment which would

have gated the entire bill. That the Tower amendmbilt does little to

clarify the status of professionally developed tests, is, we think, due

in no small part to the fact that he and other opponents of Title VII

'were unwilling to admit or even consider the possibility that racial

discriminat4on in employment riEght, aindS some circumstances, be a social

THEORETICAL EXPLANATIONS OF DISCRIMINATORY EMPLOIYMEAOUTCOMES

Thus we sw that the legtslatIve history and the text of Title VII

provide liEie help to courts attempting to determine when discrimination

"becauSe of race" has occurred. It would be extraordinarily convenient

if 'some body of knowledge suggested a simple test for resOling thi:s

issue. ItNmight seem that economic.theOry Would auggest such-a procedure.

Becker first observed that employersvho have no desire to1cdiscrfiiate

will in general be able to produce at lower cost than those employers who

indulge.their taate for discrimination.
25

In a, pAticularly com tive

world, only tA pure in heart will survive. In tWreal world,'. however,

1 4
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110

this observation is of limited relevince, for three reasons: first,

competi,Sion or its absence is no test for whether Qr not.s.firm is

cat4ini td ies cuatqpers' tastes for discrimination. Second, Title VII

,

prohibits discrimination in regulated gnd monopolistic industiy and

(since 1972) in publiC employmeni. To know that Tfectly competitive

fiims cannot.discrilpate does. not help-one to decide whether AT&T or

tile San Francisco Police Department are discriminatinft. Finally, mere

ferocious competition--at least as the term is ordinarily:useddoes not

necessarily eliminate discrithination; For'a counter example one need

only cite (as Becker ) the segregated employment practices of the very

competitive southern te tile industry.
26

Tn short, it is rather hard to

see how evidence about com ition--or its absence--would help in deter-

/
mining the Legitimacy of-4'11e practices of a particular firth.

_

Thus, the feder:al courts have had t \decide how to determine which

employment practices:were discriminatory without the aid of a clear

statute, a'clear legislative history, or an applicable body of scientific

knowledge.

We Will emphasize how difficult a problem this is by now analyzing

a third, and to uS, practically more important reason that employers

could adopt employment practices with a discriminatory impact".

)
it is not commonly appreciated how often ordinary business practice

conaists of following routine procedures whose content only tte justi-.

fled loosely and hIstorftally.., As we will argue briefly, this is a

reasonable way to adapt to the fact that running businesses and other

bureaucracies is extraordinarily complex. -Procedures wIlich Work in some

sense are often desirable, even if they cannot be rigorously



justified, As the best of all conseivable alternatives. Because ihis

seemingly haphazard way of proceeding is a reasonable adaptation to4he
.if

complexity of business life; a.requirement that employment practiles be

justified and dOcumented will constitute a burdensome intr6s1on on the

firm's' way of doing business.

Our view of the decision )orocess in obmplex organizations runs

counter to economic theory, Which presumla thlikt all economic agents are

perfectly Aktiohal calculators. 4,While t*e traditional view has been

useful in generating hypotheses for econOmic theory, it is, we believe,

fatIse on both logical and empirical grounds.. It is also, in the present

context, misleading. We gill sumusrize.briefly the argument against the

traditional rational view of the firm.
27.

The empirical argument is that it is simply not true that businessmen
4%.

and others maximize in the way economic theory assumes they do. This is,

in general, conceded by most participants in the debate, However,

supporters of the rational view of the firm argue that this is irrele-

vant; competitive pressure, the economic analogue of natural selection,

forces successful firms to behave as if they were maximizing:
28

For two

reasons, we do not fihd this view convincing. Many firms and organizations

are quite free of competitive pressures, 'for example, mon4polies, reguXated

industries and goVernments, all.of which are covered by Title VII. Also,.

.

we know very tittle about how fast competitive preasures select businesses

7
which perform ratvionally. In a dynamic world, the force of selection may

operate sufficientlj, slOwly with respect to the speed of technical change

that at a given time in a competitive industry only a small fraction ,of

the industry is behaving rationallythat is, using the best available
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tichnlques. Thus the empirical argument agaipst the nottbn that busines'i-'

-men optimize is simply that they do not, '-and Oat competitive pressures,-

which.do not impinge on many businessmen and hpreaucrats, do ne,t force'
4

them to. The logical argument ls someVet deeper (and perhaps less

'convincing)%

As Herbert Simon and others have emphasizedi the problems which
,

iisinesmen and bureaucrats face are tremendously complex: 29 Often,

becaos of uncertainties and coMputational costsi there is no single

k'sstst way to solve them or--what amounts to the Bailie thing--the 1)roblem

'has no rational solution. It is not sufficiently appreciated th7 at there

is, strictly speaking, no satisfactory defipit.ion of rationality when

computation is costly and limited.
30

The standard4iiample of this problem

is the game of chess. Because a chess game can have,only ajfinite number

of possible outcomes (in the sense of successive movell by white and black)

it is in principle no more cOmplicated than tac-tac-,toe.
31

To find a

trinning strategy, simply examine all the outcomes and see which strategy

wins. This procedure cannotibe implemented. It is beyond the power of

the human mind to eAumerate so many poOtibilities; no computer of currently

conceivable powee could undertake such an enumeration.

The absence of a satisfactoeyt definition of rationality'when compu-

tation s costly means that there is no certain y t9 decide which

proc .dure or strategy is the best one or even to dompare two feasible

procedures. How do we assess a strategy for playing chess? _The only

reasonable way would seem to be empirical. That is; we see how it performs.

We.cannot hope to know how it does against all strategies for the same

reason that we cannot compute the optimal strategy. Thus in evaluating

1 "i
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and adapting a strategy for playing chess, we will try to keep a rough

traa of.how well it does And where it seems'to run into prdblems,

Experience and reflection would foster changes, changes which might make

ii.jess vulnerable; however; there Is rio gdarantee-that such tinkering

-7 N
wilt lead to improvements.

.

Playing chess is no more dirficult than running.a business or a

lebureaucracy. Students of management science a A operations research

have shown in principle how to .solve many of the organfiational and

logistic noblems which such organization§ face (for example, scheduling
.

41

production runs and stocking invento4es). The optimal solutions to

many such problems are like the optimal solutions to chess--simple in

principle, impossible in practice.
32

In a significant way, however,

managing an orKtInization is more difficult than playing chess. Any

reasonably..competent chess player contemplating a move knows all the

possible moves he might make. He will have difficulty assessing the

consequences of these moves, but at least he can enumerate them all with

no difficulty. in general, managers canndt list and do not know all the

alternatives which they might consider.
33

-when it Is not possible to proceed rationally, what do bureauchits

and businessmen do? Simon has suggested, in an unhappy phrase, that

they it

satiafice.
"34

Instead of searching:for the best procedure, theY

find one which seems to work tolerably'well and stick with it until it

obviously ls in need of. improvement. Then they search for a better way.

The quest for a new,procedure is likely'to he local rsther than global

in the sense that attempts will be made to modify the old procedure

before, and instead of, seeking completely new methods. When an old.

1
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probAdure
/

is abandoned, only i few of the many conceivable alternatives

W111 be considered. .

The relevance of this view of managerial behaviOr to Oe.employment

process is lmmediaee. An employer mey'haye only a very imperfect idea of

what constitutes a successful employee. He may try to assess the separate

contribution of each of'his workersbut h will not do so Orfectly._

Thus he will not be able eYen to Adentify what we earlier cIlled."A," \

Although he has only an impfrfeet record of'Who is a successful 'employee,

and an even more viTgue picture of,the characteristics associated with

productivity, he is faced with the necessity.of formulating an emptoyment

policy. To be satisfactory it must get him the right number-of workers;

the workers hired must be able to perform-the tasks to which thq were

Assigned; the labor bill must be reasonable, but thereqs.no requirement

that labor cost be minimized (assuming that this is a well-defined notion,

given the compdexity, f.the problem). If the organization is a large one,

ft will probably be important that the hiring procedure produce reasons

for employing some workers and turning away others. An employer will

adopt some set of hiring standards which will do an acceptable job for

.htm. These may have a discriminatory impact. There may exist other sets

I
of hiring standards which would have a less discriminatory impact but

the emploYer may not be aware Of them and will not, unless pressed, search

for them. He may adopt a set of hiring standards appropriate to a giyen

time and not Change them as the natUre of the dpplicant pool and of the

jobs to be performed changes. Thus he may continue to follow practices

which have a discriminatory impact when the need or rationale for 'such

practices has ceased tO exist. 13ehav'io; of this sort can occur eveh though

1 9
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the hugibestan is not attempting to diecrimipate anoris attempting to
..

FU'ri lit liusfiless.in.the best OR 'mostrefficientsmanner hescan.

Thejaet that employers may chooee their employment policies somewhat.N

-ittr
haphazareer presents difficulties for the .interpretation of Title VII.

A literal reading of the statute would suggest that adoptibn of an. employ-
r.

ment policy which has a discriminatory impact for any reason other than a

lesire to discriminate would be permitted by Title ViT.. It could'be argued

that the purpose of Title VII WAS to end discriminatory outcomes, insofar

as possible, and that those employers whose employment policies discriminated

had a special duty to verify that the pursuit of efficiency as profit

required such policies. The text of the statute does not support this

position. Again 1,egislative history is no help. While some soppo-iters
1

of Title VII certainly held thiS view, they did not state it and we do not

read it (or its denial) into the legislative history of Title VIT.

FEDERAL COURT INTERkETATIONS OF TITLE VII

We now consider the framework the courts have erected to decide

tes)ing cases under Title ViI..

yederal court decisions in testing cases take place within the conteXt

of three .Supreme Court decisions: Griggs v. Dyke Power, Albemarle Paper

v. Moody, and Washington v. Davis. 35
Albemarle Paper contains the clearest'

statement tlf the procedures tO be used in such litigation. rt adopts for,

testIng cases the threestep procedure used in other discriminatory employ-
.

ment Practices. This was enunciated in *Donnell Douglas v. dree
.1.1 36

First,

"the complaining party or class [must make] out a prima fade case of

discrimination, i.e. [it must show] . . that the tests in culestion select
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applicants for hire, or proptibn in,a tacial pattern significantly differ-:

-eat frtiVi that of the-pool of.applicant8."-3
7

Second) when a prima facie.

case Ans'been established, ihe burden shifts,to the employer. The nature

of thils burden was delineated in Griggs., where the Court held that the

4

test or requirement mUst be shown to iave "a manifest relationship to

the employment in question.
08

In Griggs the Court also_s_tated: "The
go,

touchstene is business necessity. Tf an employment practice which operates

to exclude Negroes cannot be shoorn to be related to job perfernance, the

practice is prohibited."39 Third,. if .the employer succeeds in convincing

the Cpurt that his employment practice is related to the job, then "it

remains open to the complaining party to shoW Olat other tests or selection

devices without a similarly 'indesirable racial effect, would also serve

the employer s legitimate interest in 'efficient and trustworthy workman
.

,u40
ship.. To our knowledge, the third step has seldom been reached in a

41
testing case.

Therefore the outcome of litigation hinges on the first two issues:

What ts necessary to demonstrate a prima facie case and how can a test

or bmployment requirement which has a discrAinatory impact be shown to

he validly related to the fob? These are techniNil questions.

To assert that "tests . . . select applicants for hire end promotion

Jn a racial pattern significantly different from that of the pool of

applicants" Is to claim a statistical proposition.. Establishing or

refuting it requires that some technical qUestions be answered. Three

are Obvious: Fir,st, with what pool of applicants should comparisons be

tnade, those who actually applied for the job-or those who might have'

applied (the local labor markpt)? 'he two coUld differ, either because
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blacks were encouraged d recruited or because the company's history

and att4itudee discouraged blacks from applying. Tr'the pool of appliCants

is the local labor market, how is it to.be defined? is jt the city, the4'

county, the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area as deTined by the

Cent.3uta, or what? Second, when is a difference a significant difference?

Finally, is it sdfficient to show that the employer both ualta tests and

hires disproportionately few blacks or must it be shown that, the teats

themselvea ore responsible for the discriminitory practices? If the

tatter, how is causality to be inferred? These issues have all been

the subject of litigation.

Attempting to show that a test is validly used to screen persons

for employment also raises many technical questions. What kind of corre-,

lation between job performance and test results suffices to demonstrate

that a test is job-related? Performance on sone jobs cannot be assessed

easily (lawyers.are an obvious xample). Can any tests be legitimately

used to select a person for thasd jobs? Must tests be validated in each

instance of their use or can employers legitiflately rely on the published

expevieuce of those attempting to fill similar jobs? Is there such a

thing as general abilitY or intelligence? Can this be a job requirement,

or may one test only for narrow abilities clearly required by.a.particular

job? All these questions have arisen in Title VII testing ches.

Although Title VII legislation hinges on the answers to technical

questions, they are not questions which can be anewered as definitively.

as some_of the technical questions of hard science. Chemists- will not

disagree as to whether a particular compound containa sulfuric acid, but
/f

economists can and do disagree about the appropriate definition of a labor
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market to be used to show-whethevor not-a firm hires disproportionately

few blacks.. Toxicolegiets will not dispute whether particular -sUbstalces

are poisonous; psychologists differ frequently on whether particular

tests (or even any tests) are valid predictors of performance on particular

lobs. The questions courts must answer topresolve Title VII testing cases

may be described as "soft" technical questions._ Because they are .technieal-

questions, courts must judge and interpret teChnical information and argu-.

--ments which lie beyond both common sense and most lawyers' areas of

expertise. Because they are soft questions, experts will not agree. In

all but the weakest cases, each side will be able to present scientific

evidence (and expert witnesses of impeccable credentials) to support its

position.

When courts are charged with deciding whether X has or has not
-

occurred, and when the occurrence of X is,a soft technical- question, the-

resulting decisions and body of law are likely to assume one of four

forms: First, the courts can almost alwaysAecide that X has occurred.

Only in rare and clear cases will it be.found that'X has not occurred.
P4

The case law will make it clear that it is very hard indeed to slips./ that

X did not happen. The second possibility is the reverse. A string of

decisions witl make it clear that if a lawyer hopes to win his case he

had better do something besides showing that X did not occur. A third

possibility is that courts will sometimes decide that X has occerred

and sometimes decide that X has not occurred And that the bafies of the

discrimination are ceal- both to lawyers and.to experts in the field.

A fourth and final Possibility is that the courts will decide soMetimes

one way, sometimes the other, bdt wl..1.1 leave the bases for their distinction

unclear both to lawyers and to experts in the field.
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Only the third outcome seals desirable. The caprIcioue fourth-Q3

outcome is'clearly unsatisfactory. If.itwere-really the case that X
. .1

10,M6st always or almost neve* occurred 'then the first or second might

be desirable. However, we doubt that isSuee On which there is professional

Aisagreement are ones in which the truth itylways on one side or the

other.

0. In actual-practice, decfionsfn Tiile VII testing cases have

conformed to the first pattern (with an.occasional admixtute oe the

fourth).
42

Courts almost always rule that,* prima facie case has been

made.. Coufts oonsistentlY rufe in Title VII testing cases that tests

have a discriMinatory impact. The conAistency of this finding is not

because the farts are,always clearly on the 0.40 of the plaintiff.

Often they are not; bitt courts have almost always-Interpreted ambiguowr

'evidence in the plaintiff', favor. Indeed the 'record of decisions on

this point is so consisteA it is almost as if courts did not recognize

the possibility that tests could fail to have a distriminatory impact on

minorities. a
Once'a'prima facie qase of discrimination has been established,

respondents must show that their use of the test was legitimate and

that (to quote again from Griggs) the test bears a "manifest relation-

ship t 'the eMployment in question..4 This, too, is a soft technical

question and one which courts have answere'd with a fair degree of

consistency. In the great majority of cases, courts haVe rejected

respondents' attempts to prove the validity of their testing programs.

Decisions here are not as consistently one-sided as on the issue of

establishing a prima facie case. It is not .

clear how to explain or
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categorize the dviations. In part they seem to us simply capricious.

In part they re regent the evolution of a still-unsettled law. Early.
_

SupreMe Cpurt decisions (Griggs:and Albemarle) gave great weight eo

guidelines issued by the EEOC. These guidelines set standards for the

use of tests; the guidelines Were virtually impossible to meet.in.every.

partiQular. After the Supreme Court's endozsement of a strict interpre--

t4tion of the guidelines in Albemarle,lower coUrts tended to demand
r

stzict adherence to them. As a result, few respondetts were able to

11

(1emonstrate .that their tests were varid. Some courts (particularl )11

those.in southern circuits) were more lenient. In 'Washington v. Davis,

the court considerably tempered its endorsement of the guidelines. We

expect to see lower Courts finding that tests are valid more often in

the future.

It is not clear so us how to view this record. ft is undeniable

that this litigation has made testing more costly and has thus led firms,

even nondiscriminating firms, to use it less. Conservatives and classical

liberal's will deplore the rhtrusion of the government into licisions which

should rightly be private and from which the framers of,Title VII intended

to exclude the government. hess classical liberals, and those concerned

with the discriminatory effects of tests, will note that the legislative

history of Title VII does not 4ndicate that its framers agreed to anfthing

except to duck difficult issues. They will also point out that the

inability of firms to demonstrate "business necessity" suggests that if

testing is used less, the social loss is probably not great. Perhaps

the only conclusion to which all would agree is that it is difficult to

get federal courts tb make deciaions ontechnical questions on which a

professional consensus has not developed.

5

4
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78 Stet, 175, (The Civil Rights ACt Was amended in 1021 6ese

apendments eXtended the CoverAge of Title VII censiderably0

2
In order to avoid repeating i cumbersome phrase, fn.general-4e

----WI-write as if only raCial discrimination were atJssue. this is only

a slight abuse of the facts. Most of the caseti considered below Concern

racial discrimination._ In a few, the issue is aeliriscrimination.'

.

110 Cong, Red, 7213.'

Senator Tower admitted to discrimination against brown shoes,

'and noted that he had been "very discrimkatior when he selected his

wife. Senator Talmadge averred that "SO lOrg aS we have discrihilnation

we have freedom. When we cease to hhve discrimination we shall have -airt

anthill society." Botlfwere using the word exactly as Senators Case

and Clark defined ft. 110 Cong. Rec. 7030.

5
110 Cong. Rec. 7213.

6
110 Cong. Rec. 7246.

i4

7

Despite the Tower Amendment discussed below, the status of tests

.under the law is really nq different-from'that:of other practices (except

possibly seniority). The-Supreme Court made this point in C4-iggs, when.it

held that "if an employment practice Which 4erates to exclude Negroes

cannot be shoarLto be related'to job,perfclmanCe
f'

%
prohibited." 401 UiS. 424, 431.

2 6

t e practice is
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8
This is deceptive timple. An employment process of a firm has

es,

many parts. Some may be diacriminatory and others not. Separate

practices may discriminate in different directions and thus cancel each

oter out. A very real problem exists: determining whether specific

practices must be shown to be respon94ble for discriminatory outcomes

or whether discriminatory outcomes are by themselves sufficient evidence

that the practicecs) are discriminatory.

9
Among persons 25 years of age or older, 52.3% of whites and 31.4%

of blacks had completed high school as of 1970. 1Censv of Population:

1970 Vol. I Characteristics of the POpulationt_Pt. i. U.S. Summary,

Table 88: On standardized abllity tests, see, for example, American%-

Psychological Association, Task Force on Employment Tests of Minority

Grou0; "Job Testing and the Disadvantaged," 24 American Psyc ogisti

637-650.

0
What follows is a verbal discussion of the more technical analysis

kin our 1977 paper, "Notes on Models of Di rimination" (mimeographed).
-;

11110
:Cong. Rec. 7213.

12
78 Stat. 256. Note that race and color may not be "bona fide

occupational qualitications.

13

I I

This correlation could come about not because race and ability

are. really related but because race is correlated with some characteristic

which is both unobservable and correlated with ability. The apparent

correlation of race and ability could be due to an inability to observe

and measure certain characteristics. See our earlier paper,-cited in note

10, above, for a discussion of these largely semantic isspes..
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14
To'the best of our knowledge, this issue has not arisen in,Title

VII litigation. Another potential difficulty lurks hers. Suppose A,,
;

abilityt is unobservable while 8, which is correlated with both iace and

ability, is observed. If an employ.ruses.B to screen his employaes, can

one de,ja1e whether he is using B because of its correlation withjbility

or because of its correlation with race? In part this is the problem of

determining motive that is discussed below. In part it ip a question of

the closeness of the corelations of B-wit.h. race and ability. Title VII

would., presumably, not allow an employer eo use thd nulliber of X or Y

chromosomes to distinguish aniOng his workets. This would Unquestionably-J

be discrimination on the basis of sex,. But could an employer use a

characteristic whose correlatIon with rate ot sex was .95 or even .5 ((Alt

of a maximum of I)? The answer is not.obvious. Statistica and probability,.

theory can provide some guidance, but where the law shoUld draw theAine*

is not at all clear.

15
See, for example, the colloquy between Senators Stennis and Tower.

yv

110 Cong. Rec. 9034.

16
Section,703(j) specifically denies that Title VII shal

as requtring an employer to grant preferential treatment toany- group

because that group is not proportionatelyolgepresented in the employer's

Tresent work force.

17
Motorola claimed Myart was unqualified; the heating.examiner ruled

e construed

that Motorola did not adequately document Myart's failute. Long-after

Title VII had been enacted, the Illinois Supreme Court reversed on the

grounds that the examiner's conclusions of fact were unreasonable. 110

Cong. Rec. 9033-33; Motorola v. Illinois FEPC, 215 N.E. 2d 286 (1966).
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18
110 COng. Rec. Vq32.

4 The debite is reported6 inj10 Cong. .Rec. 7212-13, 7246-47. The t

hearing eXhminei in Myart v. Motorola gave ,no specific evidence that

the test dihcriminated agairw blacks, Instead he citedsome work of

social,scientists which indicated that in general such tests had

discriminatory impact and relied on the fact that the test had not been

validated 'for disadvantaged groups for his conclusion that using the test

put minoriiies at a "competitiv isadvantage." 110 Cong. Rec. 9032. //

20
110 Cong. Rec. 9034.

21
110 Cong. Rec. 11251.

22
110 Cong. Rec.

A

23'011 Cong. Rec. 13724.

24
For the legislative history of Title VII see Francis J. Vass,

"Title VII: Legislative History," Boston Collese Induiltrial and

Commercial LaW Review (1966).

25
Economics of DisaKimination, 2nd ed., p. r further analsysis

of this point see Kenneth Arrow, 4The Theory of Discrimination," in

Orley Ashenfelter and Albert Rees, eds., Discrimination in Labor Markets

(1974), anoyoseph Stiglitt, "Approaches to the Economics of Discrimination,"

63 .American Economic Review, 287-295.

26
Becker writes, "textile industries in the South employ relatively

few non-whites; this may seem surprising because textile industries are

extremely competitive. . . This anomaly may be explained y the very

29
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high value added per establishment in textiles . . since industries

with large establishments tend to discriminate mor than others" (p. 89).

It is clearly Becker s view that competition by itself will not in all

circumstances eliminate discrimination. It is worth noting that non-White

employment in southern textile industries increased enormously in the

sixties.

Black Employment In Southern Industries

1950 1960

Total 22.0% 17,0%

1970

14,9%
J1161.,

'Manufacturing 19.3 15.2 16.2
Nondurable manufacturing 13.8 12.2 15.8
Yarn and thread 7.1 7.3 17.0
Other textile 14.6 10.1 14.0
Apparel p 9.5 9.1 12.9

Source: U.S. Census, 1950, 1960 and 1170.

The yarn and thread industry (although it declined while .apparel and other

textiles grew) was throughout this peAod the largest textile industry.

Accounting for the changing proportion of blacks.in the Southern textile

industries is complex. We doubt that anyone would assign much of the

explanation to an increase in competitive pressures on the textile industry.

27
ItDue largely to Herbert Simon, "Theories of Decision Making in

Economics and Behavioral Science," 49 American EconomicsReview, 253-283.

For an interesting elaboration see Sidney Winter, "Optimization and

Evol6sion in the Theory of the Firm," in Richard Day and Theodore Groves,

eds., Adaptive Economic Models, 1975.

28
See Arman Alchain, "Uncertainty, Evolution, and Economic Theory,"

58 Journal_of Political Economx, 211.-21, and Sidney Winter, "Economic

'Natural Selection'.,and'the Theory of 'the Firm," 4 Economic

225-72.

3 )
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29
Simon, "Theories of Decision Making," and Richard Cyert and James

March A Behavioral Theory of the Firm (1963).

30
A definition of rational behavior under conditions of uncertain

and incomplete information was first given by Frank Ramsey, "Truth and

Probability," in The Foundations of Mathematics and Other Logical Essays

(1931).
1 4

31
The rule which declares a game a draw when the same position recurS;

three times ehsures finiteness.

32
See, for example, Ray Radner, "A Behavioral Model.of Cost Reduction,"

6 Bell Journal of Economics, 196-215.

33
This is largely,a difference of degree rather than kind. There

are technical grounds for differentiating managerial decisions from chess.

(Such consiaerations--finiteness, existence of exact solutions, or even
ar

solvability in the sense of Codel--do not seem relevant here.)

34
Theories of Decision Making."

35
Reported at 401-U.S.

229 (1976), respectively. '

2S-(101), 422 U.S. 405 (1975), arid 426 U.S.

3
6411 U.S. 792, 802, 804 (1973).

37
422 U.S. 405, 425.

38
Id. 401 U.S. 431 (1971).

39
401 U.S. 424, 432.

40
422 U.S. 405, 425 quoting 4 1 U.S. 792, 802:

31
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41
Possible exceptions are Officori for Justice V. Civil Sermice

Commission of City and County of San Francisco, 395 F. Supp. 378 (N.D.

Cal. 1973) where the court rejected an agility test partially because

the New York Police Department had one that was nof discriminatory, and

JackSon v. Nassau CountyLlAtate Commission,, 13 EPD 1 11,355

(EDNY 1976) where the court rejected plaintiffs' arguments that there

was a feasible non.discriminatory alternative.

42
1he judgments in, the succeeding three paragraphs are based on a

study of 77 federal and district court decisions In Title VII testing

cases.
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